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Strategic Planning Assumptions
Through 2024, 50% of financial application leaders will incorporate a composable financial

management solution (FMS) approach into their solution selection.

In 2023, 30% of core financial projects that were slated for 2024 and 2025 will be undertaken

sooner to improve financials during periods of economic recovery.

In 2024, 45% of core financial projects will simplify systems-of-record processes while improving

analytical processes through the enablement of solutions to transform finance.

Through 2024, 60% of organizations will seek artificial intelligence (AI) use cases in native

financial management solutions.

Market Definition/Description
In 2020, Gartner experienced a 10% to 15% reduction in inquiries for new cloud core financial

management (CCFM) suites. Inquiry levels for 2021 are up, showing that this market is resilient,

as many organizations seek to move to more modern solutions from their legacy and outdated

on-premises, license-based solutions. These newer products offer many advantages that enable a

more agile organization. While many of the CCFM solutions in our Magic Quadrant are

functionally on par or have greater functional capabilities than their on-premises counterparts

(where they exist), future roadmaps will continue to offer new capabilities that can yield greater

differentiation and competitiveness in today’s economy. These capabilities can enable industry-

specific, best-practice solutions and also help transform the finance organization.

Benefits of these new CCFM features include the following:
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Finance organizations are increasingly shifting to cloud core financial management suites,

with continued double-digit growth in the market. Application leaders can use this research to

identify vendors of cloud solutions to help them compete in rapidly evolving digital business

environments.
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Market Traction/Pace

The market for CCFM suites will continue to achieve strong adoption over the next five to 10

years. By 2025, we expect 80% of all new midsize core financial management application projects,

and 45% of large and global ones, to be deployed in the public cloud. Inquiries on this market

taken by Gartner’s financial applications team slowed somewhat in 2020, but appear to be at a

pre-COVID-19 (2019) level.

Organizations see the allure of new tools, but some are still not ready for a typical six- to 24-

month project (sometimes longer) due to restrictions around funding, working remotely and

overall unpreparedness. As a result, many projects that selected solutions targeting legacy

system replacement in 2020 and 2021 have been postponed, but will be ramping up shortly in the

remainder of 2021 and in 2022. Conversely, as the pains and struggles with legacy solutions have

become well-understood and their weaknesses a hindrance, many of the core financial projects

that were slated for 2024/2025 will be undertaken sooner (in 2023) to improve financials during

periods of economic recovery.

But demand for solution implementation in 2021 will remain low for many firms unprepared to

handle the remote CCFM project management in finance. This should not be underestimated. The

implementation of new general ledger (GL) systems, along with their subledgers (accounts

payable, accounts receivable, fixed assets, project accounting) and new analytics capabilities

(while strongly desired) are first and foremost a “process” project rather than merely the

implementation of new technologies. This is a major requirement, where the desired outcomes

are finance transformation through process transformation, moving to best practices in finance,

They help finance organizations keep current with new releases (customers are required to be

on the current release before the next release becomes available), whereas keeping their

implementations current was more of a struggle with previous on-premises deployments.

■

They offer a more consumerlike, intuitive user experience that eases training and speeds

implementation.

■

They increase the digitalization of finance and hyperautomation of processes using AI,

machine learning (ML) and other emerging technologies. These capabilities will not be

retrofitted to legacy on-premises platforms, and if clients want to take advantage now, they will

have to deploy hybrid cloud/on-premises capabilities that will have integration challenges.

■

They improve agility, gained through faster introduction of new functionality, such as

subscription billing, revenue recognition, financial accounting hubs, cash forecasting, and best-

in-class financial planning and analysis capabilities.

■

They provide end users (in the office of finance) with more independence when managing the

applications, with a reduced reliance on IT staff.

■

They offer tighter integration of core financials and financial planning capabilities, including a

real-time “lens” into core financial transactions and systems of records.

■
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coordinating all of the change management, history considerations, and new product

configuration and interface development. Also, new functionality should be addressed through

product configuration rather than customization. Although some organizations will move forward

and some may even opt for a limited implementation (for example, order-to-cash process only),

the demand for new cloud core financial solutions will remain diminished.

That said, this has been a year where the limitations of existing tools have built an awareness that

they may not be appropriate for an organization that needs agility. A new solution may not be a

“silver bullet” for all organizations, but IT leaders should seek to study and understand how new

and improved capabilities can move the organization forward. This research provides a solid

understanding of the CCFM market.

Many large organizations with extensive on-premises business application architectures for core

financial applications have started to actively investigate cloud solutions’ capabilities and

determine when they should plan to make the switch. Business disruption caused by the COVID-

19 pandemic will accelerate that trend, as finance organizations using inflexible on-premises

solutions that prohibit agility and virtual collaboration rush to shore up those weaknesses.

Automation and Augmentation Technologies

Through 2024, 60% of organizations will seek AI use cases in native financial management

solutions. Essentially, they will move in the direction where their AI/ML strategy is to enable the

use cases that are becoming available in CCFM solutions. This will also include robotic process

automation (RPA) and low-code/no-code enhancements. We are seeing an explosion of

capabilities that were never before possible in the on-premises CCFM implementations, focusing

on AI-enabled account reconciliations, invoice/purchase order analysis, cash forecasting and

predictive analytics. Over the last four years,CCFM vendors have started delivering embedded

AI/ML capabilities with the potential to dramatically automate manual tasks and improve the

overall user experience while also delivering richer, more actionable insights.

FP&A and Financial Close

Through 2024, 60% of organizations will consolidate CCFM with financial planning and analysis

(FP&A) capabilities within the same vendor stack/platform. This may seem contrary to a

“composable enterprise” concept. But we argue that a unified single-vendor financial

management suite can provide heretofore untapped synergies that will challenge historic best-of-

breed purchasing trends by leveraging the same workflow/business process management

components that will be familiar to more users. Most of these innovations will be offered as

cloud-only capabilities, accelerating the migration from legacy on-premises to integrated cloud

solutions. This year, we have included FP&A capabilities in the evaluation where CCFM vendors

have brought them to market. FP&A is quickly becoming a point of differentiation for many

vendors in this study and will continue to drive customer acquisition.

Finance Transformation Catalyst

In 2024, 45% of core financial projects will simplify systems-of-record processes while improving

analytical processes through the deployment of new transformational technologies.
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Organizations have found that the move from on-premises to cloud solutions is anything but a

mere technical upgrade when dealt with correctly. It represents an opportunity to redefine and

transform their finance organization. We find that, as more organizations adopt cloud solutions,

they are typically achieving a faster time to value than they did with on-premises solutions. This is

because the cloud solutions are typically accompanied by financial modernization and

transformation efforts that include the adoption of new technology, as well as best-practice

process adoption and simplification. Despite these attributes, overall total cost of ownership

(TCO) may still not be less than on-premises solutions. Cloud solutions frequently require new

skills (for example, facility with AI technologies) to capitalize on released innovation and third-

party support to take advantage of frequent vendor updates (see Survey Analysis: Cloud

Financials May Not Be Cheaper Than On-Premises).

Shift to Composable Architecture

Through 2024, 50% of financial application leaders will incorporate a composable FMS approach

into their solution selection. This will include a focus on fit to function of the solution (suite versus

best of breed), integration (namely APIs), partner ecosystems (to extend solutions through

partner-developed products) and the ability to extend applications through development

platforms such as platform as a service (PaaS) capabilities (see Shift to a Composable

Architecture to Transform Your Financial Management Systems). For many organizations, the

core financial management (as well as ERP) platform will form the foundation. While

organizations are clearly benefiting from integrated CCFM and FP&A solutions, many will still

prefer best-of-breed capabilities and will seek solutions that can be integrated with their CCFM

due to functional fit reasons (see Deliver Finance First to Transform ERP With Purpose).

This Magic Quadrant for CCFM suites provides visibility into an enterprise’s financial position

through automation and process support for any activity that has a financial impact. This includes

the core functional areas of:

General ledger (GL)■

Accounts payable (AP)■

Accounts receivable (AR)■

Subscription billing and revenue recognition■

Fixed assets (FA)■

Treasury and cash management■

Financial reporting and analytics■

Financial planning and analysis (FP&A)■

Financial accounting hub■

Project accounting■
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We also included existing AI and ML use cases in the Ability to Execute criteria, and associated

plans already communicated to the market by the end of 2020 in the Completeness of Vision

criteria. In each of the above, specific differentiating capabilities were reviewed.

Many organizations will choose CCFM suites that are part of their ERP implementation. Many of

the Peer Insights and client inquiries used in this research also rely on other ERP components,

such as HR, procurement, warehousing and supply chain management (SCM). Still, the vendors in

this research have core financial offerings that can stand on their own without those components

when only CCFM is required.

Please note that more advanced procurement and sourcing functionality is covered in Magic

Quadrant for Procure-to-Pay Suites.

This Magic Quadrant focuses solely on CCFM suites that are marketed and sold on a stand-alone

basis and delivered as cloud services. It does not cover vendors whose core financial

management applications are always sold as a suite that includes operational ERP capabilities.

Organizations that are evaluating CCFM suites should also review Critical Capabilities for Cloud

Core Financial Management Suites for Midmarket, Large and Global Enterprises to assess

vendors’ abilities to address use cases modeled by company scope/size. Use the Magic Quadrant

and Critical Capabilities reports together to help find the best fit for your organization. The use

cases will focus on each vendor’s ability to serve companies of various sizes and individual

business units.

Please note: The positions on this Magic Quadrant for the vendor offerings are based on an

algorithm that considers the vendors as a whole. The Magic Quadrant graphic is redrawn every year.

As a result, year-over-year positions do not necessarily correlate due to new vendors being added,

as well as increases in market performance standards.

Magic Quadrant

Figure 1. Magic Quadrant for Cloud Core Financial Management
Suites for Midsize, Large and Global Enterprises
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Vendor Strengths and Cautions

Acumatica

Acumatica reenters this Magic Quadrant as a Niche Player, due in large part to its focus on the

midmarket only. The product evaluated is the Acumatica Financial Management suite. Acumatica

goes to market globally through a network of partners. It also provides broader ERP capabilities

for organizations, as well as CRM capabilities. In our Peer Insights study for this evaluation,

Acumatica Financial Management placed in the fourth quartile for client satisfaction. Consider

Acumatica if you are a midsize enterprise (MSE) in North America or EMEA looking for a

complete ERP solution with solid core financials.

Strengths

Source: Gartner (May 2021)

A focus on the MSE and globalization: Acumatica has a strong focus on providing value to

MSEs. The vendor’s channel of 350+ value-added resellers (VARs) and 240+ independent

■
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Cautions

FinancialForce

FinancialForce continues to be a Niche Player in this Magic Quadrant. Its CCFM solution,

FinancialForce Financial Management, has limited market reach beyond the Salesforce

ecosystem as it is deployed on the Salesforce platform. The vendor’s future roadmap continues to

include moving further upmarket, more global localizations and adding Salesforce’s AI

prescriptive analytics. In our Peer Insights study for this evaluation, FinancialForce Financial

Management placed in the first quartile for client satisfaction. It should be considered by MSEs

with a strong emphasis on projects and Salesforce integration.

Strengths

software vendors (ISVs) is a large and active ecosystem, and the international distributors that

white-label the Acumatica product are a major part of its globalization strategy.

Strong roadmap for future capabilities: Acumatica continues to move its product forward with

biannual releases and plans that include a new modern user interface (UI), localizations for

Mexico and the U.K., global multicurrency accounting, bank reconciliations and dimensional

reporting.

■

Solid functionality for an MSE product: Acumatica has solid document recognition for

accounts payable, leveraging AI/ML, treasury and cash management, an account hub that

enables integration with the core financials, and good analytics through the use of Microsoft

Excel and Power BI.

■

Implementations: Some customers have cited issues with training and a less intuitive UI, which

is targeted for improvement in future releases. Certain issues may be due to customers

implementing without external resources and/or not using a partner that is focused on financial

processes and change management.

■

Brand awareness: Acumatica offers its products on a white-label basis for sale by regional

vendors around the world. While this strategy provides rapid entry to overseas markets, it also

precludes Acumatica from being recognized as the primary vendor in deals. Acumatica must

work to improve the recognition of its brand outside of North America, where it has become a

much more well-known name.

■

Lacking mind share for an FP&A solution: Acumatica reporting was cited by customers as

being strong, but the vendor does not have an in-house solution for planning. This must be

addressed as more and more CCFM suites targeted at MSEs have built-in capabilities, rather

than relying on those of partners.

■

Strong integration of projects with core financials: The solution’s project accounting, as well

as integration with FinancialForce Billing Central and other core financial components, provides

a strong value proposition for a projects-based organization. FinancialForce’s Customer 360

■
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Cautions

Infor

Infor enters this Magic Quadrant as a Niche Player. Infor CloudSuite Financials is part of the Infor

Financial and Supply Chain Management suite. Infor initially focused on single tenant, license-

based cloud solutions, but has now expanded to multitenant cloud solutions. In our Peer Insights

study for this evaluation, Infor CloudSuite Financials placed in the third quartile for client

satisfaction. It has a focus on upper midmarket, large and global enterprises and should be

considered when an organization requires a robust, services-based, core financial solution.

Strengths

initiative appears to be a significant improvement for organizations that implement the solution

along with Salesforce products.

Global penetration: FinancialForce focuses on the needs of the finance function and is well-

positioned to take advantage of the transition of finance systems to the cloud. We have seen

continued progress in global penetration, with EMEA focus improving due to the vendor’s 2020

opening of its sales center in the Netherlands.

■

Customer satisfaction: Improvement from prior years was noted in scores attributed to

evaluation and contract negotiations, service and support, and product value for money spent.

Customers specifically noted improvements in responsiveness of FinancialForce’s support

staff, and 88% of clients would recommend this product to customers.

■

Salesforce connection limits market visibility: FinancialForce’s focus on Salesforce clients

means there is limited awareness of this vendor and solution beyond the Salesforce

community and ecosystem. The trade-off is that prospective customers assume they’ll need to

purchase the Salesforce CRM platform, while it isn’t a real requirement.

■

Global ecosystem: FinancialForce still must bolster its partner network for system

implementations globally, including within the 30+ countries in which it sells software. Those

evaluating the solution in regions outside the U.S. should ensure local resources and

ecosystem partners are available to service all of their requirements.

■

Lack of integrated FP&A solution: While its customers achieve this through the FinancialForce

partner network, they would benefit from a robust, in-house analytics offering that provides

leading planning capability.

■

Lawson Software base and funding: Infor CloudSuite Financials targets the conversion of the

large Lawson base of customers in its targeted verticals (for example, healthcare and

education). Through increased funding now that it is part of Koch Industries, we expect that

Infor will continue to build out its product roadmap.

■

Implementation partners: Infor has been able to develop relationships with the large and

midsize financial management/SI consultancies. In our discussions with partners, they

■
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Cautions

Microsoft

Microsoft is a Visionary in this year’s Magic Quadrant. It offers Dynamics 365 Finance, available

on a stand-alone basis, as well as part of a larger ERP suite (Dynamics 365 Finance and Supply

Chain). The solution is aimed at midsize and large enterprises with suitability for some global

enterprises. In our Peer Insights study for this evaluation, Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance placed

in the first quartile for client satisfaction. Consider this solution when your requirement is a

globally supported midmarket and large solution that encompasses a broad set of industries and

a large spectrum of ecosystem partners.

Strengths

welcome the recent improvement in Infor’s position in the marketplace as an alternative to

many of the other vendors in this Magic Quadrant, particularly those focused on upper MSE

and Tier 1 organizations.

Leading functionality: In 2021, Infor has ramped up development to deliver enhancements to

560+ core financials, 110+ localizations, 100+ Infor OS improvements, and Infor Go mobile. It is

leveraging Infor Document Management (IDM), AI capabilities, a data-lake-based accounting

hub and Infor Dynamic Enterprise Performance Management (d/EPM) — an in-house FP&A

solution. The vendor also partners with Kyriba for treasury.

■

Late to market: Infor is late to the market in order to establish a significant position. As a result,

we have seen many customers that have not migrated from Lawson, but instead moved to

competitive products. This, however, is changing, and with continued investment and roadmap

focus, Infor should be able to maintain/extend market share going forward.

■

Lack of mind share: Many finance professionals have worked with Lawson but are unaware of

the recent developments in capability from Infor. Lawson’s previously sluggish FP&A solution

also has not established significant mind share beyond the Infor base. Infor has the capability

of providing extended integration with FP&A and core financials, and it should be more

aggressive in achieving this vision.

■

Support: Customers frequently cite reduction in their Lawson support since the company was

acquired by Infor, as well as implementation periods extending beyond 12 months. While

improving, this often halts further investigation when companies consider their Lawson

upgrade.

■

Larger implementation partners: We are seeing Microsoft partner with larger implementation

partners, including KPMG for system integrations. These partnerships, in addition to a large

network of boutique/specialty partners, have been a major effort by Microsoft, and we have

seen substantial improvement in this area year over year.

■

Direct sales/global focus: Microsoft has ramped up its ability to support direct sales. We see

this as being an important component and attraction to larger organizations that are

■
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Cautions

Oracle (NetSuite)

Oracle NetSuite is a Leader in this Magic Quadrant. It continues to maintain its position relative to

both its Ability to Execute and Completeness of Vision since last year’s Magic Quadrant, with a

continuously executed roadmap and broad industry support. The solution is applicable to a wide

range of geographies and industries, including business services, manufacturing, high tech, retail,

wholesale and not-for-profit. In our Peer Insights study for this evaluation, NetSuite’s rating for

client satisfaction dropped from prior-year responses. Oracle NetSuite should be a consideration

for both product- and service-centric organizations that are in the lower and upper midmarket.

Strengths

considering the Dynamics 365 Finance solution. Microsoft has strong global coverage across

many product-centric and service-centric verticals.

Scalability: We often see Microsoft compete against solutions focused on the large/global

segment of the market, and being a Tier 1 competitor. With Dynamics 365 Finance, the vendor

offers a broad core financial management solution for midmarket and large organizations that

is well-integrated with Microsoft Dynamics 365 customer engagement applications, Office 365

and the Power Platform.

■

Customer confusion with Business Central product: Although the Microsoft Dynamics 365

Business Central (formerly NAV or Navision) solution is focused on the lower midmarket, we

see confusion in the market between that product and Dynamics 365 Finance. Many

organizations with a cost-reduction focus want to pursue Business Central, while Dynamics

365 Finance may be a better functional fit. Microsoft must focus its sales and marketing

initiatives on this issue to clear up the confusion.

■

Lack of planning capability: Microsoft is the largest core financial vendor that does not have an

in-house planning solution, which is a concern for many prospects seeking a solution for core

financials and planning. Microsoft does partner with other ISVs for this capability and has

robust analytics that are built on top of its Power BI product.

■

Longer implementation times: Some customers cite long implementation times for this

product, whereas other customers experience shorter implementation times with other similar

products. While a few Microsoft Dynamics implementation partners demonstrate short

implementation durations, some of this is due to a ramping up/improving systems

implementation consultancy partner channel.

■

Upper-market features: While NetSuite is targeting the MSE, many of its features are similar to

the robust functionality that is in solutions targeted at larger enterprises. It is focused on

providing continuous accounting capabilities, including account reconciliation, intercompany

accounting, period tasks, intelligent accruals and financial analytics, including the rebranding of

Oracle’s EPM product to NetSuite Planning & Budgeting.

■
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Cautions

Oracle (Oracle Fusion Cloud ERP)

Oracle continues its position as a Leader in this Magic Quadrant with Oracle Fusion Cloud ERP.

The solution has significant adoption across all sizes and types of business, and benefits from a

steady flow of new features that bolster its rich functional capabilities. Oracle Fusion Cloud ERP is

a suite of financial management capabilities suitable for upper midsize, large and global

enterprises. Nearly half of its customers are large and global enterprises spanning a range of

industries and geographies. In our Peer Insights study for this evaluation, Oracle placed in the

second quartile for client satisfaction. Consider Oracle Fusion Cloud ERP when seeking a mature,

comprehensive, globally supported, large enterprise solution capable of addressing the most

complex workstreams.

Strengths

Global presence: NetSuite has a strong global presence, with over 80% of its customers’

transactional activity outside of the U.S. NetSuite offers a broad and expanding ecosystem of

partners capable of supporting the solution, including solution partners that have their own

applications that integrate with NetSuite.

■

Customer acquisition: NetSuite has grown in a year of COVID concerns, adding customers to

its already large base of over 24,000 customers. SuiteSuccess, its rapid implementation

methodology, has also attracted many customers by easing configurations, reducing

implementation time and providing quick wins.

■

ERP suite focus: NetSuite’s focus on its broader ERP suite means it can be overlooked by

customers interested principally in seeking core financial applications. Although NetSuite does

sell its financial capabilities separately, some prospective customers have reported that they

have been pushed to consider a complete ERP solution when they just want financials.

■

Channel conflict: We frequently speak with customers who want the capabilities of a more

MSE-focused solution but are above Oracle's target for NetSuite from a revenue perspective.

These customers are guided by Oracle to the Oracle Fusion Cloud ERP product even though the

client wants NetSuite. While this is often less of an issue in EMEA, many organizations

choosing NetSuite have to purchase through a reseller in North America, where Oracle does not

alternatively position Oracle Fusion Cloud ERP.

■

Cost: Customers cited higher costs for NetSuite than other solutions focused on the MSE. They

noted that costs increase significantly during renewal periods. However, many customers

understand that the level of quality is high and the solution is robust, and acknowledge trade-

offs between cost and capability.

■

Mature enterprise solution/advanced features: Oracle offers a mature cloud financial

management solution paired with a visionary innovation (AI/ML) roadmap, as well as leading

functionality in its current product. The focus of its AI capabilities is on providing

hyperautomation, seeking to approach touchless operations and a continuous close capability.

■
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Cautions

Sage Intacct

Sage Intacct continues to be a Visionary in this Magic Quadrant. It targets small and lower-

midsize enterprises. Its future roadmap includes globalization and integration with HCM (Sage

People), along with continued strengthening of its micro vertical industry focus. In our Peer

Insights study for this evaluation, Sage Intacct placed in the third quartile for client satisfaction.

Consider Sage Intacct when seeking a lower midmarket, robust, best-of-breed solution that can

act as a hub for other third-party applications, or where a strong presence in supported countries

is required.

Strengths

Oracle has an extensive set of FP&A and financial close capabilities in its Enterprise

Performance Management (EPM) suite, which integrates as a “lens” into the core financial

management suite.

Client satisfaction: Oracle has seen significant improvements in overall client satisfaction from

previous years, placing in the second quartile in the Peer Insights study for this evaluation.

■

Accounting hub and AI/ML: Oracle was first to bring a cloud accounting hub to market beyond

utilization in the financial services sector, providing data integration, standardization, data

enrichment and decision support, and support for high-volume requirements. AI/ML provides

foundation technology for its touchless operations in finance vision, providing capabilities for

intelligent document recognition, process automation, account combination defaulting and

continuous cash forecasting.

■

Long projects: Despite the vendor having significantly improved in the area of customer

satisfaction, many organizations have voiced concerns over long projects when implementing

Oracle Fusion Cloud ERP over 18 months, mostly due to the project and implementation

complexity. The product requires significant expertise with often accompanying large costs.

Organizations must ensure that they build a project plan that takes this into consideration.

■

Post-go-live complexity: Oracle Fusion Cloud ERP is a highly configurable solution and feature

rich, with many updates planned in its roadmap. Oracle provides quarterly updates to its

products each year; thus, the regression testing, new feature implementation and surrounding

activities cannot be underestimated.

■

Professional services implementation skills: As adoption continues across the globe,

customers are seeking choice, expertise and availability with their Oracle Fusion Cloud ERP

implementation. Some companies lack the appropriate skills for the implementation.

Organizations should ensure implementation partners are fully trained on, knowledgeable and

utilizing the latest updates of the product themselves in order to avoid premium pricing.

■

Scalability: Sage Intacct offers a scalable core financial system with good flexibility and

functionality. It is well-targeted at lower-midsize organizations, but has the capacity to scale

■
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Cautions

SAP (Business ByDesign)

SAP Business ByDesign reenters this Magic Quadrant as a Niche Player. It is a broad, cloud-based

suite focused on the MSE that covers core business processes, including CRM and SCM

capabilities, although many organizations implement the core financials only. It is sold direct and

through reseller partners. In our Peer Insights study for this evaluation, the product placed in the

upper quartile for client satisfaction. Consider SAP Business ByDesign if you are an MSE

organization requiring strong global financial capabilities.

upward when accounting processes are not overly complex. Many Sage Intacct customers said

they had little need for IT involvement post-implementation.

Advanced capabilities atypical of a lower midmarket solution: Sage Intacct has a strong vision

for how to use the cloud and new technology to support improvements to finance processes.

This includes using AI to eliminate the financial close by enabling continuous audit to detect

anomalies, and rich interactive analytics to visualize and gain real-time insight into financial

and business performance. Sage has its own in-house FP&A solution — Sage Intacct Budgeting

and Planning — seamlessly integrated, which is also intended for lower-midsize enterprises.

■

Client experience: Sage Intacct scored above average with respect to overall product

capabilities, meaning that it provides appropriately targeted functionality to the user base to

which it is marketed. Its subscription billing scored highly among customers, with capabilities

that support linear and nonlinear schedules, usage-based billing, volume discounts and tiered

billing capabilities.

■

Limited target market: Sage Intacct’s current focus on lower-midsize enterprises limits its

opportunities in these markets. Its focus is more on sales and marketing initiatives aimed at

the lower midmarket, while its product has upmarket capabilities.

■

Global reach is limited: Sage Intacct has very limited presence outside North America.

Prospects evaluating Sage Intacct in other regions should speak with local reference

customers prior to making their selection to ensure their local support requirements can be

met. Sage Intacct’s domestic consolidation capability at this juncture is limited to a single

currency with multiple entities. In addition, Sage Intacct supports global consolidations, used in

multientity shared companies with multiple base currencies. There is an option to consolidate

multientity companies with different chart of accounts in a distributed entity structure.

■

Channel conflict with Sage X3: While Sage X3, a sister product in the Sage portfolio, is more of

an ERP solution focused on distribution and manufacturing, the focus of Sage Intacct is core

financials, but we often see confusion in the market over which product customers should

pursue. Sage X3 does have strong financial management capabilities, and we see many non-

U.S.-based organizations that are pursuing a new core financial suite choose to investigate the

Sage X3 product over Sage Intacct.

■
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Strengths

Cautions

SAP (S/4HANA Cloud)

SAP S/4HANA Cloud is a Leader in this year’s Magic Quadrant. This cloud financial management

solution is available in multitenant (S/4HANA Cloud) and single tenant (S/4HANA Cloud, private

edition) editions. In our Peer Insights study for this evaluation, the solution scored in the third

quartile for client satisfaction. Consider SAP S/4HANA Cloud (software as a service) when

seeking a highly configured and industry-specific enterprise cloud financial management solution

capable of addressing the most complex workstreams, evaluating the edition best aligned to your

industry requirements.

Strengths

Viability: SAP Business ByDesign is an established cloud solution with a wide range of financial

functionality, good international capabilities and strength in professional services. It is also

suitable for deployment as a two-tier solution in large organizations that use SAP ERP on-

premises, including those that require multiledger, multicurrency with a global reach.

■

Functionality: Customers cited the completeness of the suite for meeting the needs of MSEs,

as well as possessing more complex capabilities when required. They also consistently cited

ease of use, value for money and ease of deployment as key factors. The solution leverages

SAP Analytics Cloud for FP&A and has a closing cockpit and an accounting hub.

■

Extensibility: SAP offers a flexible and extensible underlying platform that allows resellers and

ISVs to build extension functionality and add-ons. Its global partner network has helped many

organizations get the solution up and running in less than six months.

■

ERP focus: SAP Business ByDesign focuses its sales and marketing efforts on the complete

ERP suite as opposed to best-in-class core financials, which hides the strong capabilities for

core financials in the marketplace. There is limited awareness of the Business ByDesign brand,

while midsize organizations outside of SAP evaluating cloud core financial suites are unaware

of it as a viable contender in this market.

■

Implementation partners: Customers cited product, vertical and configuration knowledge

issues with partners, particularly when local partners were used. Watch out for the capabilities

of your system integrator (SI).

■

SAP S/4HANA Cloud competition: Customers noted that prospects have approached SAP

concerning Business ByDesign only to be referred to SAP’s S/4HANA Cloud solution instead.

SAP Business ByDesign sales strategy is to sell through partners.

■

Product vision: S/4HANA Cloud offers a leading global solution for core financials, including

strong treasury and cash management capabilities and prebuilt, out-of-the-box SAP Analytics

Cloud (SAC) planning content for core financials integrated into its core finance solution. SAP

Central Finance, capable of acting as an account hub (available only on S/4HANA Cloud,

■
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Cautions

Workday

Workday maintains its position as a Leader in this Magic Quadrant with Workday Financial

Management. In our Peer Insights study for this evaluation, the vendor placed in the first quartile

for client satisfaction. Its future roadmap, based on a cohesive vision for the office of the CFO,

leverages AI/ML, an accounting hub (Workday Accounting Center), FP&A (Workday Adaptive

Planning) and analytics (Workday Prism Analytics). Workday should be considered a financial

management solution for organizations looking for integrated planning and analytics capabilities,

and robust financial management capabilities.

Strengths

private edition), provides a way to consolidate other financial system data for a central process

execution platform.

Universal journal and HANA: S/4HANA Cloud general ledger uses the universal journal,

including all financial structures for all transactions, which eases integration within the

solution. This is a criterion advantage for many clients selecting the solution. SAP S/4HANA

Cloud has embedded, in-memory analytics to enable predictive, actionable analysis in real time.

■

Global capabilities and partnerships: SAP has an extensive partner network for

implementation services globally, with the S/4HANA Cloud product localized for most

countries to provide language, currency and regulatory support for GAAP/FASB/IFRS. Many

large financial management service providers have made significant training investments in

SAP solutions, and local support is usually available.

■

Inconsistent sales and marketing messaging: In frequent conversations with clients, we have

noticed that SAP positions products contrary to what SAP’s Gartner contacts in product

management and marketing inform us as being the strategic products. Many customers

perceive a disconnect between SAP’s sales execution and its marketing/product management

focus and roadmaps.

■

Multiple deployment models de-emphasize cloud messaging: Organizations that are looking

for a cloud core financial solution are often confused initially about the multiple deployment

models that SAP supports. Note: We only include SAP S/4HANA’s SaaS offerings, both public

and private cloud, in this analysis.

■

Different implementation paths for product- and service-centric organizations: Gartner sees

many product-centric organizations being sold on-premises solutions, given their operational

ERP requirements that are not currently addressed in their cloud offerings. More service

organizations find SAP’s cloud offerings more complete.

■

Consistent year-over-year customer satisfaction: Customers gave Workday high scores for

value for money (although many cited licensing as expensive) and service and support. They

also praised its ability to understand their organization’s needs, quality of technical support and

■
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Cautions

Vendors Added and Dropped

We review and adjust our inclusion criteria for Magic Quadrants as markets change. As a result of

these adjustments, the mix of vendors in any Magic Quadrant may change over time. A vendor's

appearance in a Magic Quadrant one year and not the next does not necessarily indicate that we

have changed our opinion of that vendor. It may be a reflection of a change in the market and,

therefore, changed evaluation criteria, or of a change of focus by that vendor.

Added

Acumatica, Infor, SAP Business ByDesign

vendor responsiveness. Workday scored among the top vendor solutions in this evaluation for

functional capabilities.

Robust analytics foundation: Workday makes innovative use of in-memory computing to

combine core financial management applications with planning and analytics in real time, and

as part of the system of record. Its introduction of the Accounting Center — a composition of

its analytics platform and core accounting rule engine — will extend its capabilities in billing

mediation and integrate with industry-specific solutions. Workday has machine learning

embedded in its core architecture, delivering insights into journals, customer payment

matching, spend recommendations and AI-enabled optical character recognition (OCR).

■

Leading FP&A capabilities: Through the Adaptive Insights acquisition, Workday acquired a

leading solution in FP&A. It has integrated this solution from both a data integration and UI

perspective, providing a planning and analytics “lens” into financial activity. Customers receive

value from an integrated accounting and FP&A solution; however, customers may continue to

operate planning separately — similar to a third-party solution.

■

Global penetration: Workday has customers operating in 120 countries, and from our client

inquiries the vast majority of Workday customers are headquartered in North America with

global operations. Prospective customers should observe Workday’s roadmap to ensure there

is sufficient presence in their specific countries and regions to meet their requirements,

including support for IFRS16, labor capitalization automation and VAT reporting.

■

Service-centric focus: Workday’s predominant customer base falls within the services-based

industries. It has a smaller but growing number of customers within product-based industries,

using Workday to transform their corporate finance layer as a step in their finance-led ERP

modernization.

■

Reporting messaging is not clear to all customers: We see customer confusion around what

Workday product should be used for reporting, based on our inquiries. This requires prospects

to thoroughly understand their requirements and plan for their reporting environment by

selecting the appropriate products.

■
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Dropped

None

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
To be included in this Magic Quadrant, vendors had to fulfill certain criteria.

Product Capabilities:

Each vendor had to deliver a suite of core financial management applications that included the

following capabilities:

We also included existing AL/ML use cases in the Ability to Execute criteria, as well as associated

plans already communicated to the market in the Completeness of Vision criteria.

Vendors had to enable deployment of their core financial management suite as a cloud service

(see Cloud Service Attributes below).

Note: A core financial management suite may also be deployed in other ways — for example, on-

premises or as a managed cloud service — but this Magic Quadrant is restricted to cloud-only

solutions.

Vendors had to:

General ledger (GL)■

Accounts payable, including basic requisition to invoice processing for indirect procurement■

Accounts receivable, including subscription billing and revenue recognition■

Fixed assets■

Treasury and cash management■

Financial reporting and analytics■

Financial planning and analysis (FP&A)■

Financial account hub■

Project accounting■

Actively market and sell the cloud core financial management (CCFM) suite to midsize, large

and/or global enterprises.

■

Actively market, sell and deploy the CCFM suite on a stand-alone basis, regardless of additional

bundling with broader ERP suites or other applications with an industry focus (for example,

professional services automation or other industry-specific capabilities).

■
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Market Presence:

Each vendor had to:

Cloud Service Attributes:

In regard to responsibilities, each vendor had to:

In regard to licensing and technology, each vendor had to:

Have at least 175 customer organizations, each with annual revenue, expenditure or funding of

more than $50 million, using the cloud service in production environments. (Note: Each user

organization had to be managing at least $50 million annually through the core financial

management suite. This $50 million minimum is not intended to represent the annual revenue of

a parent organization when a smaller subsidiary uses the cloud service. Vendors had to be

prepared to provide evidence of sufficient numbers of in-production customers.)

■

Be “live” with the GL functionality and at least one additional module specified in the product

capabilities listed above.

■

Be “live” on the current version of the software before the next version was released.■

Have at least 250 user organizations actively using the cloud service, when offering multiple

deployment models, not 250 spread across cloud and on-premises deployments.

■

Have at least $75 million of booked subscription and support revenue for the cloud core

financial management suite service only — excluding revenue from on-premises, hosted,

managed cloud service or other deployment models. That is, from 1 January 2020 through 31

December 2020, or whichever 12-month accounting period most closely aligned with that

period. Unrealized recurring revenue was not included. If a vendor chose not to disclose

revenue information, Gartner used its own market research, as well as insights from public

sources, to judge that vendor’s eligibility for inclusion and viability. Associated revenues from

adjacent modules beyond those specified in the product capabilities above were not included.

■

Actively sell and market the cloud service (and have live users of the cloud service in the

qualifying revenue bands) outside the vendor’s home region in at least one of the following

regions: the Americas, EMEA, Asia/Pacific.

■

Manage all technology infrastructure either in its own data centers or in third-party data

centers.

■

Implement upgrades itself directly as part of the cloud service, not through a third party or

managed service provider.

■

License the cloud service on a subscription or metered pay-for-use basis.■
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In regard to customization, each vendor had to:

Pace of Change:

Each vendor had to:

We defined these cloud service attributes to enable inclusion of cloud services that confer the

benefits of a SaaS solution without specifying a particular technical architecture (such as

multitenancy at the application level). To be included, all customers of each vendor had to be on

the current version of the solution before a new one was released.

Where vendors offer multiple CCFM suites with separate code lines, each code line is represented

as a separate dot on the Magic Quadrant graphic.

Evaluation Criteria

Ability to Execute

Gartner assesses vendors’ Ability to Execute by evaluating the products, technologies, services

and operations that enable them to be competitive, efficient and effective in this market, and that

benefit their revenue, client satisfaction and retention, and general reputation.

Neither tailor contracts to specific user organizations (except for minor adjustments), nor

provide user organizations with a version different from that offered to other cloud customers.

■

Have a cloud service that uses internet technologies — the use of internet files, formats and

identifiers being necessary for delivery of cloud service interfaces.

■

Support the cloud service with computing resources that are scalable and elastic in near real

time, rather than based on dedicated hardware and infrastructure.

■

Prohibit modification of its source code. Configuration via citizen developer tools and extension

via platform as a service (PaaS) — by partner, vendor or user — was allowed.

■

Use a single code line for all customers of the cloud service to enable rapid deployment of new

functionality by the vendor.

■

Deliver at least two upgrades containing new functionality, per annum, to all users of the cloud

service, and control the pace of the upgrade cycle.

■

Offer self-provisioning capabilities for the service (at least for development and test instances)

without involving the vendor’s staff.

■

Use technology to deliver a service shared by multiple customers, in order to create a pool of

resources from which elasticity can be delivered.

■
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Each provider’s Ability to Execute is judged by its success in fulfilling its promises, using the

following criteria:

Product or Service: This criterion assesses the product offerings that compete in the defined

market. These may be offered natively or through OEM agreements and partnerships, as

defined in the Market Definition/Description section and detailed in any subcriteria. This Magic

Quadrant evaluates functional capabilities in all areas defined in the Market

Definition/Description section, support for the needs of midsize, large and global enterprises,

and the ease with which the cloud service can integrate with other cloud/on-premises

applications.

■

Overall Viability: This criterion includes an assessment of the vendor’s overall financial health,

as well as the financial and practical success of the relevant business unit. It considers the

likelihood of the vendor continuing to offer and invest in its product, as well as the product’s

position in its portfolio.

■

Sales Execution/Pricing: This criterion assesses the vendor’s abilities in all presales activities

and the structure that supports them. Included here are deal management, pricing and

negotiation, presales support, and the sales channel’s overall effectiveness. Each vendor is also

evaluated on its ability to sell to finance buying centers such as CFOs and financial controllers.

■

Market Responsiveness/Record: This criterion assesses the vendor’s ability to respond,

change direction, be flexible and achieve competitive success as opportunities develop,

competitors act, customers’ needs evolve and market dynamics change. The market for cloud

core financial management suites is dynamic, so this criterion addresses the vendor’s ability to

respond to users’ needs and demands. This includes its responses to the demands of

delivering core financial management applications in the cloud, which pose new challenges for

both vendor and user.

■

Marketing Execution: This criterion assesses the clarity, quality, creativity and efficacy of

programs designed to convey the vendor’s message, in order to influence the market, promote

a brand, increase awareness of products and establish a positive identification in customers’

minds. This “mind share” can be created by a combination of publicity, promotions, thought

leadership, social media use, referrals and sales activities. Each vendor is also assessed on its

ability to market its offering to finance buying centers such as CFOs and financial controllers.

■

Customer Experience: This criterion assesses the vendor’s products, services and programs in

terms of how they enable customers to achieve expected results with the products evaluated.

Considerations include the quality of technical support for vendor-buyer interactions and

account support. Also assessed is the vendor’s ability to make its marketing vision a reality and

help finance teams complete the transition from on-premises to cloud deployment.

■

Operations: This criterion assesses the vendor’s ability to meet its goals and commitments.

Factors include the quality of the organizational structure, skills, experiences, programs,

systems and other means that enable the organization to operate effectively and efficiently. In

■
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Table 1: Ability to Execute Evaluation Criteria

Source: Gartner (May 2021)

Completeness of Vision

Gartner assesses vendors’ Completeness of Vision by evaluating their ability to articulate their

perspectives on the market’s current and future direction, to anticipate customer needs and cloud

technology trends, and to tackle competitive forces.

Each vendor’s Completeness of Vision is judged on its understanding and articulation of how

market forces can be exploited to create new opportunities for itself and its clients, using the

following criteria:

particular, we analyze the vendor’s ability to deliver a robust and reliable cloud service, and its

associated support and service capabilities (whether provided directly or through partners).

Product or Service High

Overall Viability High

Sales Execution/Pricing Medium

Market Responsiveness/Record High

Marketing Execution Medium

Customer Experience High

Operations High

As of March 2021

Evaluation Criteria Weighting

Market Understanding: This criterion assesses the vendor’s ability to understand customers’

needs and relate those needs to products and services. Vendors with a clear vision of their

market listen to and understand customers’ demands and can shape or enhance the market.

We analyzed vendors’ understanding of how the market for core financial management suites

is shifting to the cloud and what that means for finance functions.

■

Marketing Strategy: This criterion looks for clear, differentiated messaging that is

communicated consistently both internally and externally through social media, advertising,

■
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Table 2: Completeness of Vision Evaluation Criteria

customer programs and positioning statements. We analyze how effective a vendor’s

marketing strategy has been at raising awareness of it in this new and evolving market.

Sales Strategy: This criterion looks for a sound strategy for selling that uses appropriate

networks, including direct and indirect sales, marketing, service, and communication networks.

It also assesses any partners that extend the scope and depth of the vendor’s market reach,

expertise, technologies, services and customer base.

■

Offering (Product) Strategy: This criterion looks for an approach to product development and

delivery that emphasizes market differentiation, functionality, methodology and features in light

of current and likely future requirements.

■

Business Model: This criterion assesses the suitability of the design, logic and execution of the

vendor’s business proposition in terms of the likelihood of achieving continued success.

■

Vertical/Industry Strategy: This criterion assesses the vendor’s strategy to direct resources

(sales, product and development), skills and products to meet the specific needs of individual

market segments, including industries. Each vendor was assessed on its strategy for service-

centric industries where core financial management suites represent the foundation of an ERP

strategy. However, as cloud core financial management suites are primarily a cross-industry

solution, this criterion has a low weighting.

■

Innovation: This criterion assesses direct, related, complementary and synergistic layouts of

resources, expertise or capital for investment, consolidation, defensive or preemptive

purposes. In particular, we analyzed each vendor’s strategy for using cloud delivery as a way of

bringing innovation to the finance function and to finance processes.

■

Geographic Strategy: This criterion assesses the vendor’s strategy for directing resources,

skills and offerings to meet the needs of areas outside its home region, either directly or

through partners, channels and subsidiaries, as is appropriate for that region and market. We

evaluated each vendor’s strategy for providing the localizations and translations required to

support multinational and global organizations. We also assessed each vendor’s global go-to-

market approach.

■

Market Understanding Medium

Marketing Strategy Medium

Sales Strategy High

Evaluation Criteria Weighting
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Source: Gartner (May 2021)

Quadrant Descriptions

Leaders

Leaders demonstrate a market-defining vision of how core financial management systems and

processes can be supported and improved by moving them to the cloud. They couple this with a

clear Ability to Execute this vision through products, services and go-to-market strategies. They

have a strong presence in the market and are growing their revenue and market share. In this

market, Leaders show a consistent ability to secure deals with enterprises of different sizes and

have a good depth of functionality across all areas of core financial management. They have

multiple proofs of successful deployments by customers, both in their home region and

elsewhere. Their offerings are often used by system integrator partners to support financial

transformation initiatives.

Leaders typically address a wide market audience by supporting broad market requirements.

However, they may fail to meet the specific needs of vertical markets or other, more specialized

segments, which might be better addressed by Niche Players in particular.

Challengers

Challengers have greater market presence than Niche Players and Visionaries. They may have

developed a substantial presence in one area of the market, but they lack a sufficiently broad

vision to execute consistently more widely in the market. They understand the evolving needs of

finance functions as they move to the cloud. They have a viable and proven cloud service, but they

focus on a specific size of enterprise or selection of industries. They may focus on selling core

financial management applications as part of a broader ERP offering, rather than on developing

deep financial management functionality that is acknowledged as market leading in its own right.

Offering (Product) Strategy High

Business Model Low

Vertical/Industry Strategy Low

Innovation Medium

Geographic Strategy High

As of March 2021

Evaluation Criteria Weighting
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Challengers can become Leaders if they develop their vision for, and focus on, this market. Over

time, large companies may move between the Challengers and Leaders quadrants as their

product cycles shift and market needs change.

Visionaries

Visionaries understand how the office of finance is changing as core financial management

applications move to the cloud. They have a good vision for technology and functionality, but are

limited in terms of their Ability to Execute or a demonstrable track record. Their solutions attract

enterprises that want to move core finance systems and processes aggressively to the cloud, and

they may have some differentiating functional capability. Visionaries are typically limited in terms

of market presence, geographic presence outside their home region, and the market’s awareness

of them and their products. User organizations should therefore closely evaluate the extent of

Visionaries’ presence in their industry segment and region.

Visionaries may become Challengers or Leaders, depending on how they strengthen their go-to-

market capabilities and whether they can develop partnerships that complement their strengths.

Visionaries sometimes make attractive acquisition targets for Leaders and Challengers.

Niche Players

Niche Players offer core cloud financial management functionality, but are limited in both their

Completeness of Vision and Ability to Execute. Instead of a strong cloud technology vision, some

have cloud-enabled existing applications for delivery as cloud services, but these offerings lack

the usability of cloud-native solutions. Additionally, Niche Players may be more focused on core

financial management applications as part of a broader ERP suite. Although they do sell and

market these applications on a stand-alone basis, this is neither their focus nor part of their

primary go-to-market strategy. Consequently, they have a weaker vision for finance transformation

than do Leaders and Visionaries. They may also target specific industries or company sizes with

deeper functionality — for example, several Niche Players focus on project-centric and midsize

enterprises.

A Niche Player may be suitable for your requirements, and all Niche Players in this Magic

Quadrant should be considered viable contenders. However, it is important to understand their

focus and to check that they meet your business requirements. If you like what a Niche Player

offers, your evaluation should assess how well-aligned that vendor is with the market’s direction.

A Niche Player may be a risky choice if it is not heading in the same direction as the rest of the

market.

Context
All of the vendors in this Magic Quadrant sell and support CCFM suites. The extent of their

support for country-specific financial reporting and accounting processes (such as tax

processing) varies, however, as does the availability of their solutions in multiple languages.

Nevertheless, to appear in this Magic Quadrant, each vendor had to actively market and sell its

solutions outside its home region, which means that every vendor in this Magic Quadrant

operates internationally, if not globally. Application leaders should draw up a list of required
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languages and localizations at the start of any evaluation of vendors’ CCFM suites. This will help

eliminate vendors that cannot meet your needs early in the process.

Gartner’s client inquiry data shows that interest in CCFM suites is increasing significantly. Many

application leaders and senior finance users believe that moving to the cloud will enable them to

easily avoid the challenges they face with on-premises core financial applications — such as

cumbersome UIs, too much customization and expensive, hard-to-manage upgrades. Although all

of the solutions featured in this Magic Quadrant offer the potential to address some or all of these

challenges, you still need to prepare for issues in the following areas when moving to the cloud:

If you are looking for a quick read on how to get your CCFM project launched, we recommend

reviewing Core Financials Implementations: How Do I Get Mine Right? If you want to understand

our financial management systems 2021 predictions in more depth, we recommend Predicts

2021: Navigating the Evolving Financial Management Market in the Age of Economic Recovery.

Market Overview
Cloud core financial management (CCFM) forms the basis of both product-centric and service-

centric enterprise resource planning (ERP). For market-sizing purposes, Gartner’s definition of

ERP includes the categories of administrative ERP — financial management software (FMS) and

human capital management (HCM) software — and operational ERP (manufacturing and

operations software, and enterprise asset management software). FMS is the second largest

market segment and an essential component of ERP.

ERP is one of the largest categories of enterprise software spending. The ERP market in 2020

was estimated to be 58% on-premises and 42% cloud, with a forecast mix of 42% on-premises

and 58% cloud by 2024. After HRM, ERP is one of the top applications to move to the cloud. In

many cases, the core financial management is the “heart” of the ERP system, providing a

repository for the financial systems of record of the organization.

This year, we have included financial planning and analysis (FP&A) in the CCFM suites market, as

more of the vendors have acquired/developed/invested in best-in-class solutions for this

capability. As the ERP market is undergoing a generational technology shift, driven by the advent

Getting finance users, who are frequently change-averse, to move from heavily customized

systems to standardized processes in SaaS solutions. This requires strong change

management capabilities.

■

Realizing cost savings by reducing internal IT costs. This means that finance users must take a

greater role in application configuration, management and testing. Most finance teams are not

equipped to do this.

■

Integrating CCFM applications with on-premises feeder systems and other cloud services. This

requires different integration strategies, as well as integration tools and techniques with which

your IT department may not be familiar.

■

javascript:void(0);
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of cloud computing, the core financial management market is going through a corresponding

repositioning.

In 2020, Gartner estimates 64% of larger enterprises purchased on-premises licenses versus 36%

cloud, with a forecast mix of 50% on-premises and 50% cloud by 2024. It is a different story for

midsize enterprises (MSEs), of which 46% purchased on-premises licenses versus 54% cloud in

2020, forecast to change to 30%/70% in 2024. Gartner estimates cloud adoption for core

financials as 39% of the market in 2020, but this is forecast to be 75% by 2024.

Some organizations in product-centric ERP have delayed moving to the cloud because the other

nonfinancial components/operational components (for example, warehousing, supply chain

management) may not yet be fully ready for the cloud. However, many companies will move to

cloud solutions regardless, as the future of core financial management suites is clearly in the

cloud.

Acronym Key and Glossary Terms

AI artificial intelligence

AP accounts payable

AR accounts receivable

FMS financial management software

FP&A financial planning and analysis

GL general ledger

HCM human capital management

ML machine learning

RPA robotic process automation

Evidence
Gartner used several sources of input for the inclusion criteria, market definition and vendor

evaluations in this report. The primary sources of data include:

Author interactions with over 800 end-user clients on their core financial management

application strategy in 2020 and early 2021.

■
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Evaluation Criteria Definitions

Ability to Execute

Product/Service: Core goods and services offered by the vendor for the defined market. This

includes current product/service capabilities, quality, feature sets, skills and so on, whether

offered natively or through OEM agreements/partnerships as defined in the market definition and

detailed in the subcriteria.

Overall Viability: Viability includes an assessment of the overall organization's financial health, the

financial and practical success of the business unit, and the likelihood that the individual business

unit will continue investing in the product, will continue offering the product and will advance the

state of the art within the organization's portfolio of products.

Sales Execution/Pricing: The vendor's capabilities in all presales activities and the structure that

supports them. This includes deal management, pricing and negotiation, presales support, and

the overall effectiveness of the sales channel.

Market Responsiveness/Record: Ability to respond, change direction, be flexible and achieve

competitive success as opportunities develop, competitors act, customer needs evolve and

market dynamics change. This criterion also considers the vendor's history of responsiveness.

Marketing Execution: The clarity, quality, creativity and efficacy of programs designed to deliver

the organization's message to influence the market, promote the brand and business, increase

awareness of the products, and establish a positive identification with the product/brand and

organization in the minds of buyers. This "mind share" can be driven by a combination of publicity,

promotional initiatives, thought leadership, word of mouth and sales activities.

Customer Experience: Relationships, products and services/programs that enable clients to be

successful with the products evaluated. Specifically, this includes the ways customers receive

technical support or account support. This can also include ancillary tools, customer support

programs (and the quality thereof), availability of user groups, service-level agreements and so on.

Operations: The ability of the organization to meet its goals and commitments. Factors include

the quality of the organizational structure, including skills, experiences, programs, systems and

other vehicles that enable the organization to operate effectively and efficiently on an ongoing

basis.

Completeness of Vision

Market Understanding: Ability of the vendor to understand buyers' wants and needs and to

translate those into products and services. Vendors that show the highest degree of vision listen

to and understand buyers' wants and needs, and can shape or enhance those with their added

vision.

Peer Insights survey data through 31 January 2021, blended together with demo and inquiry

insight.

■
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Marketing Strategy: A clear, differentiated set of messages consistently communicated

throughout the organization and externalized through the website, advertising, customer

programs and positioning statements.

Sales Strategy: The strategy for selling products that uses the appropriate network of direct and

indirect sales, marketing, service, and communication affiliates that extend the scope and depth

of market reach, skills, expertise, technologies, services and the customer base.

Offering (Product) Strategy: The vendor's approach to product development and delivery that

emphasizes differentiation, functionality, methodology and feature sets as they map to current

and future requirements.

Business Model: The soundness and logic of the vendor's underlying business proposition.

Vertical/Industry Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet

the specific needs of individual market segments, including vertical markets.

Innovation: Direct, related, complementary and synergistic layouts of resources, expertise or

capital for investment, consolidation, defensive or pre-emptive purposes.

Geographic Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to meet the

specific needs of geographies outside the "home" or native geography, either directly or through

partners, channels and subsidiaries as appropriate for that geography and market.
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